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Abstract

Training and evaluation of automatic fact ex-
traction and verification techniques require
large amounts of annotated data which might
not be available for low-resource languages.
This paper presents ParsFEVER: the first pub-
licly available Farsi dataset for fact extrac-
tion and verification. We adopt the construc-
tion procedure of the standard English dataset
for the task, i.e., FEVER, and improve it for
the case of low-resource languages. Specif-
ically, claims are extracted from sentences
that are carefully selected to be more infor-
mative. The dataset comprises nearly 23K
manually-annotated claims. Over 65% of
the claims in ParsFEVER are many-hop (re-
quire evidence from multiple sources), mak-
ing the dataset a challenging benchmark (only
13% of the claims in FEVER are many-hop).
Also, despite having a smaller training set
(around one-ninth of that in Fever), a model
trained on ParsFEVER attains similar down-
stream performance, indicating the quality of
the dataset. We release the dataset and the
annotation guidelines at https://github.

com/Zarharan/ParsFEVER.

1 Introduction

The spread of false information can lead to severe
social and political problems (Wang, 2017). It
would be extremely difficult to detect and track
false information manually, given that the abun-
dance of available technology has made it possible
for these to be produced at scale and disseminated
rapidly. Therefore, there has been a lot of inter-
est in developing natural language technologies for
fact-checking (Thorne and Vlachos, 2018). Unfor-
tunately, similarly to many other fields of NLP that
rely on manually curated datasets, fact-checking
has remained restricted to a few high-resource lan-
guages for which large-scale annotated datasets are
available.

In this paper, we present ParsFEVER, the first
Farsi fact extraction and verification dataset. The
dataset opens room for research in fact-checking
and verification on low-resourced languages. Pars-
FEVER is constructed based on FEVER (Thorne
et al., 2018), the most widely used dataset for fact-
checking and fake news detection in English. We
collected 22,906 claims by altering sentences ex-
tracted from introductory sections of 358 popular
articles from Farsi Wikipedia. Annotators manually
classified these claims into SUPPORTED, REFUTED,
or NOTENOUGHINFO based on the provided ref-
erence pages. In addition, the annotators tagged
those sentences which they used as evidence for
this classification. Therefore, the dataset can be
used for both fact-checking (a 3-class classification
task) and evidence retrieval (which is a necessary
step for the classification).

The quality of the dataset was evaluated using
three different validation checks: (1) 5-way inter-
annotator agreement, (2) agreement against super-
annotators1, and (3) manual validation by the au-
thors. We also report experimental results for when
ParsFEVER was used as a benchmark for the fact-
checking task. In this task, given an input claim the
model is expected to support or refute it and pro-
vide the corresponding evidence for this decision.
If no enough evidence is found, NOTENOUGHINFO

is returned. We evaluated the baseline system pro-
vided for FEVER on our dataset. The results indi-
cate the more challenging nature of ParsFEVER:
50.0% (vs. 52.1% in FEVER) accuracy on a held-
out test set on claim classification, and 28.1% (vs.
32.6% in FEVER) for evidence retrieval. Finally,
we release ParsFEVER and related tools to allow
further research on low-resource fact-checking, par-
ticularly in Farsi.

1The annotators who were responsible for training and
leading other annotators.

https://github.com/Zarharan/ParsFEVER
https://github.com/Zarharan/ParsFEVER
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2 Related Work

The only related datasets in Farsi are those of Zarha-
ran et al. (2019) and Zamani et al. (2017). The
former is a dataset for Farsi stance detection con-
taining hundreds of instances in the news domain.
Unlike ParsFEVER, the dataset does not provide
any evidence for the claims; hence, it can only
be used for a constrained fact-checking evalua-
tion setting where evidences are already extracted
for verifying stance. Also, the dataset of Zamani
et al. (2017) is targeted towards rumor detection
in Farsi tweets, which mostly relies on Twitter-
specific features such as user profile information
and response/retweet structure. In contrast, our
dataset mostly focuses on lexical features.

ParsFEVER is mainly based on FEVER, a
dataset widely used for fact extraction and veri-
fication in English. The dataset consists of around
185K claims generated by modifying sentences ex-
tracted from Wikipedia. The claims are classified
as SUPPORTED, REFUTED, and NOTENOGHINFO.
Despite being based on FEVER, our dataset has
some fundamental differences that aim at making
a more challenging benchmark for low-resourced
languages. In the following section, we elaborate
on the construction procedure of our dataset and
the differences it has to that used for FEVER.

Other related datasets include HOVER (Jiang
et al., 2020) and LIAR (Wang, 2017). HOVER is a
dataset for many-hop fact extraction and claim ver-
ification. Unlike our dataset, which consists of sin-
gle sentence claims, HOVER includes claims from
one sentence up to one paragraph. It consists of
26K claims with SUPPORTED or NOTSUPPORTED

labels. LIAR was instead derived from the short
statements extracted from POLITIFACT.COM for
fake news detection. This dataset contains 12.8K
human-labeled instances.

Other related datasets in the social media domain
include PHEME (Zubiaga et al., 2016b) and Ru-
mourEval (Zubiaga et al., 2016a). PHEME consists
of 5,802 comment threads collected from Twitter,
with approximately 103K tweets. This dataset has
1,972 and 3,830 threads labeled as rumour and non-
rumour, respectively, resulting in an imbalanced
dataset. RumourEval was released as part of the
SemEval-2017 Task 8 (Derczynski et al., 2017).
The dataset contains 330 rumour threads (4,842
tweets) from Twitter, annotated for both stance and
veracity.

3 Dataset

Performing accurate fact-checking at scale requires
a high-quality dataset along with the necessary al-
gorithms and models. While there is a significant
volume of research on the algorithms and models,
they are generally language-agnostic. However, the
datasets must be developed for each language inde-
pendently. In this work, while using FEVER as a
baseline, we modify their approach to make it more
suitable for low-resource languages like Farsi.

Thorne et al. (2018) processed the June 2017
Wikipedia dump with Stanford CoreNLP (Manning
et al., 2014) to collect sentences from the introduc-
tory sections of approximately 5K popular pages.
In addition to this set of primary pages, all the re-
lated (secondary) pages2 are retrieved. Following
this procedure, we manually selected a set of 358
articles from the most popular Farsi pages crawled
from fa.wikipedia.org. While FEVER provides an
annotation tool, it leverages proprietary services
which are not publicly available. Hence we devel-
oped our own Wikipedia crawler and annotation
tools, which we release along with our dataset and
annotation guidelines.

Table 1 shows two samples from ParsFEVER. In
what follows in this section, we describe our proce-
dure for constructing and validating the dataset.

3.1 Construction
The construction procedure of ParsFEVER consists
of two phases; claim generation and claim labeling.

3.1.1 Phase 1 - claim generation
The objective of this phase was to generate claims
for the 358 retrieved popular Wikipedia pages. We
followed the following two steps.

(1) Sentence selection: In the construction of
FEVER, this step was carried out in a random man-
ner, i.e., a sentence was randomly selected from the
corresponding Wikipedia page to serve as claim.
Instead, we opted for a manual sentence selection.
Specifically, each annotator was asked to carefully
select a sentence from the introductory section of
the corresponding page (primary page) in a way
that directly relates to the article while containing
as many (hyper-)links as possible. The last crite-
ria were to guarantee a high number of many-hop
claims. Many-hop3 claims are essentially more

2Referenced pages from the main page.
3The number of hops of a claim is the same as the number

of necessary evidence documents for the claim.
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Verdict (English) Farsi

supports

Claim:
Maryam Mirzakhani obtained the full score of the
World Mathematical Olympiad in 1995 as an offi-
cial student at the pre-university level.

Evidence:
[Maryam_Mirzakhani]
In her junior and senior years of high school
(Tehran Farzanegan School), she won a gold medal
at the International Mathematical Olympiad in
1994 (Hong Kong) and 1995 (Canada). The follow-
ing year, in Toronto, she became the first Iranian
student to achieve a perfect score.

[Student]
A student is primarily a person who is under learn-
ing with the goal of acquiring knowledge. The
term "student" denotes those enrolled in secondary
schools and higher.

Claim:

در را ریاضی جهانی المپیاد کامل نمره میرزاخانی مریم

تحصی®ت سطح در رسمی محصل عنوان به ۱۹۹۵ سال

آورد. دست به دانشگاه از پیش

Evidence:

میرزاخانی] [مریم

تهران، فرزانگان دبیرستان در تحصیل دوران در میرزاخانی

۱۹۹۴ سالهای در ریاضی جهانی المپیاد ط®ی مدال برنده

بهعنوان سال این در و شد (کانادا) ۱۹۹۵ و (هنگکنگ)

آورد. دست به را کامل نمره ایرانی دانشآموز نخستین

[دانشآموز]

دانش که است کسی معنی به لغوی لحاظ از دانشآموز

در رسمی محص®ن به اط®ق برای اصط®ح، در و میآموزد

میرود. کار به دانشگاه از پیش تحصی®ت سطح

refutes

Claim:
Typhoid is not contagious at all.

Evidence:
[Typhoid_fever]
Typhoid fever, also known as typhoid, is a disease
caused by Salmonella serotype Typhi bacteria.

[Infection]
An infectious disease, also known as a transmissi-
ble disease or communicable disease, is an illness
resulting from an infection. Some signs of infection
affect the whole body, generally.

Claim:

نمیباشد. مسری وجه هیچ به حصبه

Evidence:

[حصبه]

که است عفونی بیماری یک تیفوئید تب یا تیفوئید حَصْبه،

تیفی سویه Salmonella enterica باکتری عفونت اثر در

میشود. ایجاد

عفونی] [بیماری

(به مسری بیماری یا واگیر بیماری یا عفونی بیماری

transmissible diseases یا Infectious diseases انگلیسی:

توسط که گویند بیماری به (communicable diseases یا

شود. ظاهر بیماری نشانههای و ع®ئم و منتقل عفونت

Table 1: Sample instances from ParsFEVER (English translations are shown for reference). For each
instance, we show the claim, the corresponding label (verdict), and the evidence (text spans from Wikipedia
articles, with the page title in brackets) used for this decision.

challenging as they require evidence retrieved from
multiple pages. Specifically, we asked the annota-
tors to produce their claims in a way that at least
half of them would require information from other
neighbouring Wikipedia pages (secondary pages,
i.e., those pages that are linked within the original
claim) with the help of a custom dictionary.4 Con-
sequently, more than 87% of the claims in FEVER
need information from only a single Wikipedia
page (one hop) (Jiang et al., 2020). However, over
65% of the claims in ParsFEVER are many-hop.
After selecting an appropriate sentence, at least two
and at most five claims were generated, constituting
our set of original claims.

(2) Claim mutation: Following Thorne et al.
(2018), we asked the annotators to mutate the orig-
inal claims. Six types of mutations were consid-

4The dictionary comprises the list of terms (hyper)linked
in the original sentence and all the other sentences from the
corresponding Wikipedia page.

ered: paraphrasing, negation, substituting an en-
tity/relation with a similar/dissimilar one, and mak-
ing the claim more general/specific. At most, five
mutated claims were generated for each mutation
type.

In both steps in claim generation, the annotators
were asked to construct claims that only target one
specific fact. This was to avoid multiple-target
claims, which can potentially have contradictions.
In addition, the claims are required to be based on
the entity of focus on the primary page.

3.1.2 Phase 2 - claim labeling
In this stage, each mutated claim is labeled with one
of the SUPPORTED, REFUTED, or NOTENOUGH-
INFO tags. This requires the annotators to identify
the appropriate evidence. The annotator specifies
one of the SUPPORTED and REFUTED tags only
when a strong evidence exists: SUPPORTED if the
reason supports the claim, and REFUTED otherwise.
If this decision needs additional knowledge (dic-
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tionary), the evidence has to be updated with the
corresponding new extra entries. Finally, in case
the information on Wikipedia pages is not enough
to justify the verdict, the claim is labeled as NOTE-
NOUGHINFO.

To simplify the annotation process, we provide
all sentences from the introductory section of the
primary and secondary pages. We let the anno-
tators use any combination of these sentences as
evidence. In contrast, Thorne et al. (2018) just
provided the first sentence of each secondary page.
Thorne et al. (2018) defined the dictionary using
the title of secondary pages and their first sentence.
It is worth mentioning that the first sentence might
not necessarily offer any valuable extra informa-
tion. The annotators could easily add an arbitrary
Wikipedia page by providing its URL. As a result,
the system automatically adds all sentences from
the introductory section of the page and its dictio-
nary. At last, by using all the provided sentences in
the annotation interface, the annotators record the
sentences necessary to justify their verdict.

3.2 Annotators
Our annotation team had 14 native Farsi speakers,
all of whom were involved in phase 1 and phase 2.
All the annotators were trained for the task prior to
the annotation. There was no intervention during
the annotation process, and annotators were paired
randomly for various instances in phase 2.

3.3 Validation
During claim labeling (task 2), we carried out a ver-
ification step to filter out noisy claims. As a result,
around 2% of all generated claims were skipped by
annotators for not satisfying the required quality
criteria. Approximately 1% contained typos, and
about 5% were flagged as too ambiguous, all of
which were excluded from our dataset.

We implemented three forms of data validation
for claim labeling: 5-way inter-annotator agree-
ment, an agreement against super-annotators, and
manual validation by the authors. To this end,
we selected 3% of claims to be annotated by five
annotators and calculated a 5-way inter-annotator
agreement. The Fleiss k score was computed as
0.599, which is lower than that reported for FEVER
(0.684). This can be attributed to the fact that Pars-
FEVER comprises significantly more many-hop in-
stances, making the annotation task more challeng-
ing. Also, Table 2 shows the results of agreement
against super-annotators of ParsFEVER compared

Precision Recall F1

FEVER 95.42 72.36 82.30
ParsFEVER 86.95 85.23 86.08

Table 2: Agreement against super-annotators of
ParsFEVER compared to FEVER.

FEVER ParsFEVER

IAA 0.84 0.71
Human 0.75 0.63

Table 3: The agreement of 500 randomly selected
claims from ParsFEVER compared to FEVER (in
terms of accuracy). IAA and Human respectively
stand for Inter-annotator agreement and annotators’
agreement against gold labels.

to FEVER: 12 of the 14 annotators had an agree-
ment of 87% with the super-annotators (the other
two had 81% and 79%).

We also randomly selected 500 claims from Pars-
FEVER and FEVER to make another comparison.
We asked two annotators to label each claim of the
selected set for FEVER and ParsFEVER. Table 3
shows evidence and label agreement. The agree-
ment of ParsFEVER is lower than FEVER. This
is because most ParsFEVER claims are many-hop,
resulting in a more challenging dataset (Jiang et al.,
2020). Finally, if we ignore the correct evidence
for ParsFEVER, the inter-annotator agreement and
annotators’ agreement against the dataset are 0.92
and 0.87 based on accuracy, respectively.

3.4 Dataset Statistics
Table 4 lists the distribution of instances across the
three classes in the training, development, and test
sets. Unlike FEVER which only includes mutated
claims, in ParsFEVER we consider both mutated
and original claims to improve training.

4 Experiments

Following Thorne et al. (2018), we implemented a
full pipeline system for fact verification and extrac-
tion with the following three modules:

1. A document retrieval component (Chen et al.,
2017) to find the most relevant page to a spe-
cific claim.

2. A sentence retrieval module to extract the
evidence sentence (DrQA-based sentence re-
trieval module).
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Split SUP REF NEI

Training 6,253 4,008 5,685
Dev 841 824 861
Test 853 833 863

Total 7,947 5,665 7,409

Table 4: Distribution of instances in ParsFEVER
across the three classes: SUPPORTED (SUP), RE-
FUTED (REF), and NOTENOUGHINFO (NEI). The
statistics are for the pruned dataset, i.e., after omit-
ting claims which are ambiguous or contain typo
(around 1,885 samples). Both mutated and original
claims are included in the dataset.

3. Two recognizing textual entailment (RTE)
models are used to classify the claim based
on collected evidences as SUPPORTED, RE-
FUTED, or NOTENOUGHINFO.

These models are based on MLP (Riedel et al.,
2017), with a single hidden layer that benefits term
frequencies and TF-IDF cosine similarity between
the claim and evidence, and Decomposable Atten-
tion (Parikh et al., 2016, DA). Given that NOTE-
NOUGHINFO instances are not associated with any
evidence, they cannot be used for training the RTE
models. To address this issue, Thorne et al. (2018)
proposed two alternatives solutions: sampling a
sentence (as evidence) from the nearest page to the
claim (NP) or using the document retrieval com-
ponent to uniformly select a random sentence (as
evidence) from Wikipedia (RS).

4.1 Results

We customized the system based on Farsi. Follow-
ing Thorne et al. (2018), we set k = 5 (k nearest
documents to the claim for document retrieval) and
l = 5 (top l-most similar sentences from the k-
most relevant documents). We also checked for
other values of the two parameters. However, no
improvements were observed on the development
set of ParsFEVER.

Table 5 shows the accuracy of the system on
ParsFEVER and FEVER. ScoreEv and NoScoreEv
respectively stand for accuracy score with respect
to correct evidence retrieval and without consid-
ering the evidence. The first row in the table be-
longs to the best result reported by Thorne et al.
(2018) using a decomposable attention model (DA)
trained on NP. We show results on ParsFEVER us-
ing the full pipeline system when either NP or RS

Model Accuracy (%)

NoScoreEv ScoreEv

FEVER DA/NP 52.09 32.57

ParsFEVER

MLP/NP 41.03 17.46
MLP/RS 43.76 14.62
DA/NP 50.02 28.06
DA/RS 48.08 19.06

Table 5: Accuracy performance of FEVER’s full
pipeline system on ParsFEVER (best results for
FEVER are reported).

methods are used to provide evidence for NOTE-
NOUGHINFO instances. DA generally performs
better than MLP, particularly when combined with
the NP strategy for sampling sentences. In fact,
the best accuracy was achieved by DA/NP, with
(ScoreEv) and without (NoScoreEv) the require-
ment to provide correct evidence with 28.06% and
50.02%, respectively.

5 Conclusion

We presented ParsFEVER, a novel and publicly
available dataset for Farsi fact extraction and ver-
ification. We elaborated the construction proce-
dure for this dataset, which focuses on having a
rich dataset suitable for low-resource languages.
Although this work uses Wikipedia as its source,
other textual structures and corpora can also be
used for fact extraction in this framework.

We evaluated the baseline system proposed for
FEVER on our dataset. However, there have been
recent developments in the field of fact-checking
with models such as QABriefs (Angel et al., 2020).
An immediate future work would be to take Pars-
FEVER as a more challenging benchmark (than
FEVER) with significant many-hop operations as
a benchmark for evaluating and analyzing existing
fact-checking models. This analysis can also shed
light on the ability of these models to go beyond
the English languages and in low-resource settings.
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